
 

TABLE QUIZ 
 

Team Name:______________________________________________________________________ 

 

IDENTIFY THE FOLLOWING WORDS ALL 
ENDING IN THE LETTERS ‘…QUE’: 

No. CLUE (1
st
 LETTER) WORD 

e.g. A place for worship for Muslims (M) Mosque 

1 A sailing ship that has 3 or more masts with the rear mast rigged fore-

and-aft (B) 
 

2 A native or inhabitant of Monaco (M)  

3 Rich shellfish soup, typically made from lobster (B)  

4 A small shop selling fashionable clothes or accessories (B)  

5 Country on the east coast of southern Africa with its capital at Maputo 

(M) 
 

6 A aircraft or vehicle structure in which the chassis is integral with the 

body (M) 
 

7 Surname of René, a French jeweller famous for art nouveau brooches & 

glassware (L) 
 

8 Most populous city in the US state of New Mexico (A)  

9  A sticky deposit that forms on the surface of teeth (P)  

10 A medium-sized monkey which has a long face & cheek pouches for 

holding food (M) 
 

11 A ballet posture in which one leg is extended backwards & the arms 

outstretched (A) 
 

12  A tall white hat with a full pouched crown, worn by chefs (T)  

13 A card game similar to whist, played with a pack of 64 cards (B)  

14 A club at which people dance to pop music, also the title of a 1997 UK 

Number One single by U2 (D) 
 

15 Visually attractive, especially in a quaint or charming way (P) 
 

Your Score =  
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TABLE QUIZ 
 

Team Name:______________________________________________________________________ 

 

IDENTIFY THE FOLLOWING WORDS ALL 
ENDING IN THE LETTERS ‘…QUE’: 

No. CLUE (1
st
 LETTER) WORD 

e.g. A place for worship for Muslims (M) Mosque 

1 A sailing ship that has 3 or more masts with the rear mast rigged fore-

and-aft (B) 
Barque 

2 A native or inhabitant of Monaco (M) Monégasque 

3 Rich shellfish soup, typically made from lobster (B) Bisque 

4 A small shop selling fashionable clothes or accessories (B) Boutique 

5 Country on the east coast of southern Africa with its capital at Maputo 

(M) 
Mozambique 

6 A aircraft or vehicle structure in which the chassis is integral with the 

body (M) 
Monocoque 

7 Surname of René, a French jeweller famous for art nouveau brooches & 

glassware (L) 
Lalique 

8 Most populous city in the US state of New Mexico (A) Albuquerque 

9  A sticky deposit that forms on the surface of teeth (P) Plaque 

10 A medium-sized monkey which has a long face & cheek pouches for 

holding food (M) 
Macaque 

11 A ballet posture in which one leg is extended backwards & the arms 

outstretched (A) 
Arabesque 

12  A tall white hat with a full pouched crown, worn by chefs (T) Toque  

13 A card game similar to whist, played with a pack of 64 cards (B) Bezique 

14 A club at which people dance to pop music, also the title of a 1997 UK 

Number One single by U2 (D) 
Discotheque 

15 Visually attractive, especially in a quaint or charming way (P) 
Picturesque 

Your Score =  
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